• Company Name: Burro (www.burro.ai)
• Position: Field Sales & Support
• About us:

Burro is an autonomy company focused on agriculture, and backed by top Agtech and autonomy investors, including S2G, FFVC, Xplorer, and Radicle. Our mission is to solve the labor shortages facing farmers by making collaborative robots like Wall-E a reality. To do this, we are pioneering vision-based commercial robots into dynamic unstructured outdoor environments and building the foundation for expansive high-value autonomy. Today, demand for our product is accelerating, and we are doubling our team and seeking field facing support.

• About you:

You will support an individual large grower, initially, and ensure that the robots they purchase deliver an excellent experience for them, and that they consequently order more. Over time, you’ll get your hands-dirty in a fast-paced startup environment and be responsible for scaling and supporting customers.

• Burros in action: Video Here
• How to Apply: Field Sales/Support Rep
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Chris Thiesen

c: (559) 859-5665
e: chris@burro.ai